GLOSSARY OF PERSONS
apollonius rhodius (fl. 222-181 b.c.), Greek poet and grammarian,
was author of the Armnautica—* close imitation of the Homeric
poems—and later chief librarian at Alexandria.
aratus (fl, 270 b.c.), a Greek poet of Soli in Cilicia, was author of
an astronomical work, which Qcero translated into Latin.
archimedes (287-212 b.c.), the most celebrated mathematician of
antiquity, was killed at the taking of Syracuse by Marcellus.
aristophanes (c. 444-380 b.c.), the great comic poet of Athens,
wrote The Birds, Lgsistrata, etc.
aristotle (384-322 b.c.), the great Greek philosopher, studied under
Pkto at Athens. His influence was enormous, particularly in
the Middle Ages, and all science was based on his philosophy
until Bacon laid the base for modern experimental investigation.
arunbel, thomas howard, 2ND earl of (i 586-1646), Earl Marshall
and Constable of England, formed at Arundel House the first
considerable art collection in this country and was responsible
for the new use of brick in English building. He escorted Queen
Henrietta Maria to France at the beginning of the Civil War and
thenceforward lived at Padua, contributing krge sums to the
Royal cause.
arundell of wardour, henry arundell, 3RD baron (1606-94),
fought for Charles I in the Civil War and became Master of the
Horse to Henrietta Maria in 1663. Accused by Titus Gates of
complicity in the Popish Plot, he was imprisoned in the Tower
for six years, but became Keeper of the Privy Seal under James II.
He published religious and courtly poems.
ascham, antony (d. 1650), tutor to James II when Duke of York,
became Parliamentarian Ambassador to Madrid, where he was
murdered on his arrival.
ascham, roger (1515-68), a great classicist, was private tutor to
Queen Elizabeth both before and after her accession* He was
also latin Secretary to Mary Tudor, who granted him special
permission to continue in his profession of Protestantism.
ashmole, elias (1617-92), antiquary and astrologer, was a dose
friend of Aubrey. A Royalist during the Civil War* he became
Windsor Herald at the Restoration. In 1677 he presented his
collection of curiosities to Oxford University, to wfakh he
subsequently bequeathed his library.
attxcus (109-32 B.cA» holding himself aloof from political affiurs,
was equally the mend of Caesar and ?otripey9 of Bacutos «ad
Cassias, of Antony and Augustus: but his closest friend was
Qcero, whose letters to him still survive.
aubret, deborah (1610-86), daughter and hek of Isaac Lyfs of
Eastern Kerse, married Richard Adbsey in 1615 and wa» Ac
mother of John*
aotret, Sm john (<r. 1606-79) of Lkotrythid, had * Warrant of
efccy, dated 1644, fiom diaries I, which was confirmed cm
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